Early Models of Universe
! Universe is centered on Earth-geocentric ! Moon, Venus, Sun, Mars, … are mounted on separate nested, concentric spheres surrounding the central Earth.
! The spheres rotate slowly to produce observed motions.
! Different rates of rotation account for relative shifts.
! Different axes of rotation account for different paths.
The Pythagoreans
! About five centuries B.C., the school founded by the Greek mathematician, philosopher, and astronomer Pythagoras flourished in Greece.
! The Pythagoreans believed that the universe could be understood in terms of whole numbers.
! This belief stemmed from observations in music, mathematics and astronomy; vibrating strings produce harmonious tones when the ratios of the their lengths are whole numbers.
! The world could be understood through mathematics? ! A new and central concept in the development of mathematics and science.
! The Earth is perfectly spherical and heavenly bodies, also perfect spheres, moved like the Earth, around a central fire (not the sun) invisible to human eyes.
! Ten objects circled the central fire which included a counter-earth assumed to be there to account for eclipses, and because they believed the number 10 to be particularly sacred.
! This is the first coherent system in which celestial bodies move in circles, an idea that was to survive for two thousand years!
Aristotle's Universe
Aristotle created a complex system containing 55 spheres which explained and predicted many of the observed motions of the stars and planets.
More on Aristotle
•Aristotle asserts that the world did not come into being at one point, but that it has existed, unchanged, for all eternity.
•He further believed that the universe did have a center (the Earth) and its material part had an edge, which ended in the fixed star sphere.
•Beyond the sphere of the stars the universe continued into the spiritual realm where material things cannot be.
This is in conflict with the Biblical description of creation, and an enormous amount of effort was spent by the medieval philosophers in trying to reconcile these views. ! ... Aristarchus' idea too revolutionary ! contradicts our senses and Aristotle's physics ! 2000 years pass before accepted ! The Sun is so much bigger, it must be at the center?
! Earth must be moving around the Sun? ! "But, then, the stars will appear to shift against each other," said his critics.
! Both were correct. Evidence supporting Aristarchus -star shifts due to parallax-was too small to measure. 
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And then…The Sun Centered Universe
"Of all discoveries and opinions, none may have exerted a greater effect on the human spirit than the doctrine of Copernicus. The world had scarcely become known as round and complete in itself when it was asked to waive the tremendous privilege of being the center of the universe." Goethe A Polish Catholic Cleric Names Nicholas Copernicus Postulates a Sun centered universe!
The End
Off to Copernicus…
